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The Pentagon & Climate Change: How
Deniers Put National Security at Risk
The leaders of our armed forces know what's coming next – but deniers in Congress are ignoring
the warnings
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N aval station Norfolk is
the headquarters of the
U.S. Navy's Atlantic fleet,

an awesome collection of military
power that is in a terrible way the
crowning glory of American
civilization. Seventy-five thousand
sailors and civilians work here, their
job the daily business of keeping an
armada spit-shined and ready for
deployment at any moment. When I
visited in December, the aircraft
carrier USS Theodore Roosevelt was
in port, a 1,000-foot-long floating war
machine that was central to U.S.
military operations in Iraq and
Afghanistan. Cranes loaded
equipment onto the deck; sailors
rushed up and down the gangplanks.
Navy helicopters hovered overhead.
Security was tight everywhere. While
I was checking out one of the base's
massive new double-decker concrete
piers that's nearly as big as a
shopping-mall parking lot, I
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wandered over to have a closer look
at the USS Gravely, a guided-missile
destroyer that has spent a lot of
hours on watch in the Mediterranean.
Armed men on the deck watched me
warily — even my official escort
seemed jittery ("I think we should
step back a bit," he said, grabbing my
arm).

You can't spend 10 minutes in this
part of Virginia without feeling the
deep sense of history. The Battle of
Hampton Roads, a famous naval
showdown between two Civil War
ironclads, occurred just offshore. The
base was a key departure point for
thousands of sailors during World
War II, many of whom never
returned. Their ghosts still haunt the
place. Everyone's aunt or uncle has a
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story to tell about a night in a port in
Brisbane or Barcelona or about the
way their ears rang the first time they
heard a cannon firing from the deck
of a ship.

But within the lifetime of a child
growing up here, all this could vanish
into the Atlantic Ocean. The land that
the base is built upon is literally
sinking, meaning sea levels are rising
in Norfolk roughly twice as fast as the
global average. There is no high
ground, nowhere to retreat. It feels
like a swamp that has been dredged
and paved over — and that's pretty
much what it is. All it takes is a
rainstorm and a big tide and the
Atlantic invades the base — roads are
submerged, entry gates impassable. A
nor'easter had moved through the
area the day before my visit. On
Craney Island, the base's main
refueling depot, military vehicles
were up to their axles in seawater.
Water pooled in a long, flat grassy
area near Admiral's Row, where naval
commanders live in magnificent
houses built for the 1907 Jamestown
Exposition. "It's the biggest Navy
base in the world, and it's going to
have to be relocated," says former
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Vice President Al Gore. "It's just a
question of when."

There are 29 other military bases,
shipyards and installations in the
area, and many of them are in just as
much trouble. At nearby Langley Air
Force base, home to two fighter wings
and headquarters for the Air Combat
Command, base commanders keep
30,000 sandbags ready to stack
around buildings when a big storm
comes in. At Dam Neck, another Navy
base, they pile old Christmas trees on
the beach to keep it from eroding. At
NASA Wallops Flight Facility, NASA
armored the shoreline with 3 million
cubic yards of sand to protect its
launchpads from sea surges. "Military
readiness is already being impacted
by sea-level rise," says Virginia Sen.
Tim Kaine, who mentions that with
all the flooding, it's becoming
difficult to sell a house in some parts
of Norfolk. If the melting of
Greenland and West Antarctica
continues to accelerate at current
rates, scientists say Norfolk could see
more than seven feet of sea-level rise
by 2100. In 25 years, operations at
most of these bases are likely to be
severely compromised. Within 50
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years, most of them could be goners.
If the region gets slammed by a big
hurricane, the reckoning could come
even sooner. "You could move some
of the ships to other bases or build
new, smaller bases in more protected
places," says retired Navy Capt. Joe
Bouchard, a former commander of
Naval Station Norfolk. "But the costs
would be enormous. We're talking
hundreds of billions of dollars."

Rear Adm. Jonathan White, the
Navy's chief oceanographer and head
of its climate-change task force, is
one of the most knowledgeable
people in the military about what's
actually happening on our rapidly
heating planet. Whenever another
officer or a congressperson corners
White and presses him about why he
spends so much time thinking about
climate change, he doesn't even try to
explain thermal expansion of the
oceans or ice dynamics in the Arctic.
"I just take them down to Norfolk,"
White says. "When you see what's
going on down there, it gives you a
sense of what climate change means
to the Navy — and to America. And
you can see why we're concerned."
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hose who talk most about
climate change
— scientists, politicians,

environmental activists — tend to
frame the discussion in economic and
moral terms. But last month, in a
dramatic turn, President Obama
talked about climate change in an
explicitly military context: "The
Pentagon says that climate change
poses immediate risks to our national
security," he said in his State of the
Union address. "We should act like
it."

On one level, this is just shrewd
politics, a way of talking about
climate change to people who don't
care about extinction rates among
reptiles or food prices in eastern
Africa. But it's also a way of boxing in
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all the deniers in Congress who have
blocked climate action — many of
whom, it turns out, are big supporters
of the military. The Senate Armed
Services Committee is made up of
characters like James Inhofe of
Oklahoma, Ted Cruz of Texas and Jeff
Sessions of Alabama, and is headed
by John McCain of Arizona, who,
before he ran for president in 2008,
had been an outspoken advocate for
climate action, but has been silent on
the issue in recent years. The House
Armed Services Committee is now
chaired by Rep. Mac Thornberry of
Texas, who argued in a 2011 op-ed
that prayer is a better response to
heat waves and drought than cutting
carbon pollution.

Any official who draws a link between
climate change and national security
is guaranteed a rabid reaction from
right-wingers. Outgoing Secretary of
Defense Chuck Hagel recently called
climate change "a threat multiplier"
that "has the potential to exacerbate
many of the challenges we are dealing
with today — from infectious disease
to terrorism." In response, The Wall
Street Journal editorial page blasted
Hagel as a delusional tree-hugger:
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"Americans who might die at the
hands of the Islamic State won't care
that Mr. Hagel is mobilizing against
melting glaciers." In a speech in
Jakarta last year — a city of almost 30
million that is sinking rapidly
— Secretary of State John Kerry
called climate change "perhaps the
world's most fearsome weapon of
mass destruction" and likened it to
terrorism, epidemics and poverty.
McCain immediately dismissed
Kerry's concerns and accused him of
"butterflying around the world,
saying all kinds of things"; former
Republican leader Newt Gingrich
tweeted, "Every American who cares
about national security must demand
Kerry's resignation. A delusional
secretary of state is dangerous to our
safety."

Before climate change became taboo
for Republicans, it was possible for
even conservative politicians to have
rational discussions about the
subject. In 2003, under Donald
Rumsfeld, former President George
W. Bush's defense secretary, the
Pentagon published a report titled
"An Abrupt Climate Change Scenario
and Its Implications for United States
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National Security." Commissioned by
Andrew Marshall, who is sometimes
jokingly referred to within the
Pentagon as Yoda — and who was a
favorite of Rumsfeld's — the report
warned that threats to global stability
posed by rapid warming vastly eclipse
that of terrorism. Some of the climate
science in the report was flawed, but
the broader conclusions were not.
"Disruption and conflict will be
endemic features of life," the report
stated. "Once again, warfare would
define human life." 

Once a leading voice on the climate, Sen. John
McCain, chairman of the Senate Armed Services
Committee, now rarely mentions the issues.
Andrew Harper/Bloomberg/Getty

Even McCain, now firmly in the
denial camp, didn't hesitate to draw
the connection between climate
change and national security. "If the
scientists are right and temperatures
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continue to rise," he said on the
Senate floor in 2007, "we could face
environmental, economic and
national-security consequences far
beyond our ability to imagine."

This kind of talk vanished from the
party after 2008, when the GOP
turned into a subsidiary of Koch
Industries. Since then, Republicans
have worked hard to undermine any
connection between climate and
national security. Case in point: In
2009, then-CIA director Leon
Panetta quietly started the Center on
Climate Change and National
Security. It was a straightforward
attempt by the intelligence
community to gather a better
understanding of the changes to
come. Among other things, the
Center funded a major study of the
relationships between climate change
and social stress, under the auspices
of the National Academy of Sciences,
one of the most respected scientific
organizations in the country. Climate
deniers in Congress didn't like it,
especially Republican John Barrasso
of Wyoming, a Big Coal state. By the
time the report was completed,
Panetta had left the CIA and his
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successor, Gen. David Petraeus, let it
wither. "We felt constant pressure to
water down our conclusions," says
one of the co-authors of the National
Academy report. The day the report
was released, the press conference
was suddenly canceled, and the
report was buried. A few weeks later,
the Center on Climate Change and
National Security was disbanded.

Barrasso has also been a key figure in
derailing Senate hearings on the
connection between climate and
national security. Last year, Daniel
Chiu, one of the Pentagon's top
strategists, testified intelligently
about the national-security
implications of climate change. But in
the Q&A period that followed,
Barrasso disappeared into
fantasyland, quizzing Chiu about
"global international crime
syndicates" that are manipulating
European environmental policies "to
aid and support terrorist
organizations and drug cartels that
wish to do us and our allies harm."

Deniers in Congress have gone after
the Pentagon where military officials
feel it most: their budget. Last year,
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House Republicans tagged an
amendment onto the defense
appropriations bill that prohibited
the Pentagon from spending any
money implementing
recommendations from the latest
report of the U.N. Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change. "The
amendment had no effect on the
defense budget, since the IPCC's
recommendations don't really apply
to us," one Pentagon insider told me.
"But the intent was clear: This is
going to be war."

he scale of military assets
that are at risk due to our
rapidly changing climate is

mind-boggling. The Pentagon
manages more than 555,000 facilities
and 28 million acres of land
— virtually all of which will be
impacted by climate change in some
way.
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Nearly every naval and Air Force base
on the East Coast is vulnerable to
sea-level rise and storm surges,
including Eglin Air Force Base, the
largest Air Force base in the United
States, which is on the low-lying
Florida Panhandle, and Patrick Air
Force Base on Florida's Atlantic
Coast. In the West, the problem is
often drought and flash flooding. Fort
Irwin, a seven-square-mile Army base
in Southern California, on the edge of
the Mojave Desert, has troubles with
both. California's epic drought has
put the base's long-term water supply
into question. Fort Irwin is one of the
only bases in the U.S. with the space
and the isolation to allow full-scale
mock tank warfare. At the same time,
the base has been pounded by
extreme rain events. In August 2013,
when a year's worth of rain fell in 80
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minutes, flooding caused $64 million
in damages on the base.

Up in Alaska, the problem is thawing
permafrost and coastal erosion from
stronger storms and higher tides. The
Air Force's early-warning radar
installations, which help the U.S.
keep a close watch on anything
lobbed our way from North Korea or
Russia, have been hit particularly
hard. At one installation, 40 feet of
shoreline have been lost, endangering
the reliability of the radar. At other
installations, thawing permafrost has
caused the radar to tilt and fall out of
alignment.

In some places, these impacts are
little more than expensive nuisances.
But in others, the future of entire
installations, many of them virtually
irreplaceable due to their geography
and strategic location, is in question.
The U.S. naval base on Diego Garcia,
a small coral atoll in the Indian
Ocean, like the nearby Maldives, is
sure to vanish. Built during the Cold
War, Diego Garcia gave the U.S.
military a footing from which to
counter Soviet influence in the
region, as well as to protect shipping
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lanes out of the Middle East. In more
recent years, this rare strategic asset
has become a crucial logistics hub for
sending supplies to joint forces in the
Middle East, the Mediterranean and
Southern Europe. It also houses Air
Force Satellite Control Network
equipment used to control GPS. The
ships and equipment can be moved
easily enough, but giving up a military
toehold in a vital but flammable part
of the world is not something the
military likes to do. "To the Navy,
presence matters," says retired Rear
Adm. David Titley.

The Pentagon is examining its 704
coastal installations and sites in a big
study to try to figure out which bases
are most at risk. Eventually some
tough decisions will have to be made
about which ones to close, relocate or
protect. Even speculating about the
number of possible closures is too
hot a topic for anyone in the
Pentagon to touch right now. But the
process can't be put off much longer.
The next meeting of the Base
Realignment and Closure
Commission could occur as soon as
2017. "In BRAC, all of the decisions
are based on the military value," says
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John Conger, the deputy
undersecretary of defense, who is
responsible for BRAC. "Will climate
change affect the military value of the
installation? Well, sure it will. The
question is, does it dominate the
equation? And I don't think it does
— yet." 

Just as there are climate-change hot
spots, there are also climate-denial
hot spots — and Virginia is one of
them. The Republican-dominated
Virginia General Assembly has been
hostile to discussion of climate
change — one legislator called sea-
level rise "a left-wing term." Instead,
the politically acceptable phrase in
Virginia is "recurrent flooding." 

As sea levels rise, floods have become more
common on the base. Photographer's Mate 1st
Class Michael Pendergrass/U.S. Navy

This makes it hard for the Navy to
deal with the most immediate
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problem Norfolk faces: keeping its
roads open. One study by the Virginia
Institute for Marine Science
identified nearly 300 miles of flood-
vulnerable roads in the Norfolk area.
"If people can't get to work on the
base because the roads are flooded
out, we have a big problem," says
Capt. J. Pat Rios, who is in charge of
Navy facilities in the mid-Atlantic
region. But roads in Norfolk are the
state's responsibility, and rebuilding
them is not a priority right now.
Because a number of the men and
women in the Virginia Legislature
don't believe climate change is an
urgent issue, they don't want to
spend much money addressing the
threat it poses. "They find roads to fix
in other parts of the state," says Joe
Bouchard.

For now, the Navy's strategy is just to
buy time. In the late 1990s, Navy
engineers realized that the 13 piers at
the base, some dating back to World
War II, were reaching the end of their
life spans. Because they had been
built at a time when nobody gave a
thought to sea-level rise, the piers
were relatively low to the water. At
high tide, the utilities that ran along
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the underside of the pier decks
— electrical, steam, phone, Internet
— were often immersed in water,
rendering them unusable. "It was not
a nuisance problem — it was not a
minor operational issue," says
Bouchard. "Sea-level rise was
interfering with combat readiness for
the Atlantic fleet."

So far, four new piers have been built,
which are higher, stronger and better-
designed than the old piers.
Bouchard, who was commander while
the first new piers were constructed,
says "they were built with sea-level
rise in mind." But out on the base,
nobody wants to talk directly about
spending money to deal with sea-
level rise, mostly because they are
worried about drawing scrutiny from
climate deniers in Congress, who are
happy to redline any expenditure
with the word "climate" in it. Instead,
many people in the military end up
talking about the climate similar to
the way eighth-graders talk about sex
— with code words and suggestive
language.

"We didn't raise the piers because of
climate change," Capt. Rios tells me
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S

during my visit to the base. He
doesn't quite wink, but almost.

"Then why did you raise them?" I ask.

"Because we needed new piers. And
as long as we were building them, it
didn't cost much more to build them
higher."

But building higher piers is not going
to save the base in Norfolk. No
matter how much money the
Pentagon spends, it won't matter if
people can't get to the base because
roads are underwater or nobody
wants to live in the area because the
value of their homes is spiraling
down. "To save the base, you have to
save the region," says Bouchard. With
the help of the White House, state
and local officials recently set up an
innovative two-year pilot project with
the Navy to begin to address these
problems. But right now, solutions
are a long way off.

ea-level rise is only one of
the climate-driven threats
that are making the world

more dangerous and volatile. Drought
contributed to the escalating food
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prices that triggered the Arab Spring
revolt in Egypt, in 2011; it also helped
trigger the civil war in Syria. In
northern Nigeria, a region
destabilized by extreme cycles of
drought and flooding, Boko Haram is
terrorizing villages and killing
thousands of Nigerians.

Climate change is also reshaping the
boundaries of the continents.
Nowhere more so than in the Arctic,
which is likely to become a major
flashpoint in the territorial disputes
and resource wars of the future. "The
melting ice is opening a new ocean,"
says Adm. Gary Roughead, who was
U.S. chief of naval operations from
2007 to 2011. "It's a once-in-a-
millennium event." Thirteen percent
of the world's undiscovered
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petroleum lies beneath the Arctic, as
does 30 percent of the undiscovered
natural gas and more than $1 trillion
of mineral wealth. "The best way I've
heard it explained," says Rear Adm.
Daniel Abel of the U.S. Coast Guard,
"imagine if you have the Panama
Canal and Saudi Arabia's worth of
energy show up at the same place in
your area of responsibility. How
would you embrace that?"

You can already see glimpses of a
militarized future in the Arctic. In
2007, Russian soldiers dived 14,000
feet beneath the North Pole in a
minisub and planted a Russian flag in
the seabed, marking it as their turf.
"This isn't the 15th century — you
can't go around the world and just
plant flags" to claim territory,
Canada's minister of foreign affairs,
Peter MacKay, said dismissively. Last
September, six Russian jet fighters
were detected near Alaska; when U.S.
and Canadian fighters intercepted the
Russian planes about 55 miles off the
coast — still outside of American
airspace, but closer than they usually
fly — the Russians turned around and
headed home, but it was a close
encounter and one that has been
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happening with increasing frequency
in recent months. In November, a
Russian sub in the Barents Sea near
Greenland test-fired a Bulava
intercontinental missile — the Bulava
is Russia's latest and most deadly
nuclear weapon. The missile has a
range of about 5,000 miles and can be
loaded with up to 10 nuclear
warheads, each of which can be
individually maneuvered. A Bulava
launched from a sub in the Arctic
could easily reach Boston, New York
or Washington, D.C.

Within the Pentagon, these
provocations were seen as more than
old Cold War game-playing. In the
eyes of some planners, Putin was
sending a not-very-subtle message
that he thinks of the Arctic the same
way Americans once thought of the
West: a vast, uncivilized landscape of
resources that will be dominated by
whomever stakes the first claim.

After the Cold War, the U.S. military
largely forgot about the Arctic. It was
too hostile, too forbidding, too
expensive to operate there, and
without the Soviets to worry about,
there was little reason to. In the
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1990s, as Big Oil developed plans to
explore the region for oil and gas, the
Navy's concern grew — Roughead
says a big blowout on an offshore
drilling rig in the Arctic "would make
Deepwater Horizon look like a
cakewalk." But given the complexities
of drilling in the Arctic, that seemed
like a distant-future threat. 

In 2007, a Russian sub planted its country's flag
on the Arctic seabed. Melting icecaps have
opened up a new ocean in the resource-rich
region that the U.S. is ill-equipped to protect.
RTR Russian Channel/AP Images

Naval leaders began to think
differently about the region in 2007,
which, when the history of climate
change is written, will go down as one
of the turning points. That summer,
scientists were stunned by an
unexpected vanishing of sea ice that
exposed 1 million square miles of
open water — six Californias
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— beyond the average since satellites
started measurements in 1979.
Roughead assembled a special Navy
task force to figure out what was
going on. "I wanted to really
understand the long-term trends so
we could begin to think strategically
about the challenges we might face in
the Arctic, and what we needed to
operate up there," Roughead says.
"The idea was to be more thoughtful
about this than to just run around the
Pentagon shouting, 'Hey, everybody,
climate change is a big deal!' "

Navy scientists estimate that by 2025
the summer ice melt in the Arctic will
be big enough to allow transpolar
shipping to expand on the Northern
Sea Route, which passes through the
Barents Sea along the Russian
coastline and cuts the transit time
between Asia and Europe by a third.
As the ice thaws, there will be more
tourists sailing in the Northwest
Passage along the Canadian coast.
There will be more drilling in the
Chukchi Sea west of Alaska. There
will be more traffic to Greenland,
where mining companies are already
lining up to extract minerals that will
be made accessible by the retreating
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ice sheets. With all this new maritime
traffic, it's inevitable that the Navy
will have to respond to more and
more incidents up there, from search-
and-rescue missions to possibly
countering the aggressive actions of
the Russian navy. Or, nearly as likely,
from the Chinese, who are eager to
tap into the rich oil and gas reserves
in the Arctic. "The U.S. Navy doesn't
cede an ocean to anybody," Titley
argues. "We are a great power."

But the U.S. Navy is also, according to
Roughead, "woefully unprepared" to
operate in the icy, unforgiving Arctic.
The Navy doesn't have good weather-
forecasting ability there; satellite
communications are unreliable; only
about 10 percent of the seabed has
been surveyed, so navigators are
unaware of undersea obstacles.
Submarine missions have also
become more dangerous due to
unpredictable sea ice-freezing
patterns. Most important, because
nobody in the Navy was prioritizing
the need to operate in the Arctic, few
Navy ships are prepared for cold
weather. Their water and ventilation
systems don't work properly in
freezing temperatures, their hulls are
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not hardened against ice. As Titley
puts it, "Every Navy commander's
nightmare is that something happens
in the Arctic — a ship full of tourists
going down, a terrorist attack, an
encounter with Russian military
— and having to pick up the phone
and say, 'I'm sorry, Mr. President.
We'd like to do something about this,
but we simply don't have the
equipment to allow us to respond to
the situation.' "

When it comes to safety and security
in the Arctic, no piece of equipment
is as important as an icebreaker.
Virtually every nation with a claim to
the Arctic knows this: Russia has 43
icebreakers (six of them nuclear-
powered); Canada has 13; Finland has
nine. The U.S. has one, the Polar Star,
which is operated by the U.S. Coast
Guard. It's nearly 40 years old.
Within a decade, it will be scrapped,
and there are no plans to build
another one. "By not funding them,"
says Titley, "we telegraph to the rest
of the world that we don't care about
the Arctic."

The price tag for a new icebreaker is
$1 billion — not cheap, but about
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one-third the price of a destroyer.
And not something Rep. Duncan
Hunter, the San Diego climate denier
who chairs the House subcommittee
that oversees Coast Guard affairs,
wants to hear about. (Although he
does seem to be in favor of an ice-free
Arctic: "Thousands of people die
every year of cold, so if we had global
warming it would save lives," he told
a group of Californians in 2009.) In
the view of one Pentagon watcher,
the problem is not just that deniers
like Hunter don't see the need for
icebreakers, "they don't see the need
for any kind of strategic thinking
about the Arctic at all." Without
active icebreakers, California Rep.
John Garamendi, the ranking
Democrat on Hunter's subcommittee,
told the Associated Press that "the
control of the Arctic is in the hands of
Russia."

The other issue is the lawlessness of
the new ocean, especially when it
comes to oil and gas exploration
under the retreating ice. Every nation
enjoys sovereign rights 200 miles off
its coastline — but what about
beyond that? How should it be
divvied up? In 2010, a Chinese
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admiral claimed that since China has
20 percent of the world's population,
it should have 20 percent of the
Arctic's resources. Fair or not, that is
surely not a view that Russia — or the
United States, for that matter — is
likely to endorse.

To resolve these sorts of claims, as
well as to give legal structure to the
rights and responsibilities of
countries with respect to the oceans,
United Nations members spent
decades negotiating an agreement,
formally known as the United
Nations Convention on Law of the
Sea. Among other things, UNCLOS
recognizes that nations have a right
to claim resources along what is
known as their "extended continental
shelf," which basically means any
recognizable land features that
extend underwater beyond the 200-
mile border. The agreement was
finalized in 1982 and now has been
agreed to by more than 60 countries,
including Russia and every other
Arctic nation — except the U.S.
Although the agreement is widely
supported by Big Oil, U.S. military
leaders and every American president
since Ronald Reagan, opponents like
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Sen. Inhofe, dean of the
congressional climate deniers, and
Ohio Rep. Jim Jordan have been able
to block U.S. participation by
claiming the agreement infringes on
American freedom and that royalty
provisions in the agreement would
allow a corrupt "U.N.-style
bureaucracy" to divert billions of
dollars from the U.S. economy by
"taxing" corporate profits.

The resources that the U.S. could
justifiably claim if it recognized the
Law of the Sea are vast. In Alaska
alone, the continental shelf extends
600 miles from the coast, with an
estimated 73 billion barrels of oil and
oil-equivalent natural gas. Supporters
of the agreement estimate these
resources could generate more than
$193 billion in federal, state and local
revenue over a 50-year period.

Setting aside the economic
consequences, from a national-
security perspective, it's foolish to
exempt ourselves from the one
international agreement that can
resolve disputes over territorial
claims before they escalate. "I believe
our being in the treaty would make
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A

for greater stability and security, and
not just in the Arctic," Roughead
argues. "It will also allow our claims
to the extended continental shelf to
be recognized internationally." As for
the argument advanced by Inhofe and
others that by joining the treaty we
would weaken the powers of the U.S.
Navy and Coast Guard and turn
authority over to the United Nations,
Roughead is immediately dismissive:
"That is simply not the case."

s the world warms, the U.S.
military will inevitably be
called upon to conduct

more disaster relief and
humanitarian-aid missions. The U.S.
military, of course, is not a polar-bear
rescue operation. "The military has
many important roles," says Sharon
Burke, a former assistant secretary of
defense. "But the main job is to fight
wars. That means breaking things and
killing people." But the military also
prides itself on its practical-
mindedness, both in times of war and
of peace. Military leaders embraced
desegregation long before the rest of
the nation, in part because they
wanted the best people they could
find, no matter what color. "It's our
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Plastic Stones, Melting Snails: 3
New Ways To Maim a Planet »

job to deal with the world as it is, not
as we wish it could be," says Robert
Freeman, a meteorologist and
member of the Navy's climate-change
task force.

Adm. Samuel Locklear III, who is in
charge of all U.S. armed forces in the
Pacific, is one of the most respected
men in the U.S. military — and the
one with the toughest job, with both
China and North Korea to watch over.
"The political and social upheaval
we're likely to see from our rapidly
warming planet," Locklear told The
Boston Globe in 2013, "is probably the
most likely thing that . . . will cripple
the security environment, probably
more likely than the other scenarios
we all often talk about.''
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Soon afterward, Locklear was
summoned before the Senate Armed
Services Committee, where Inhofe
asked him to "clarify" his remarks.
And he did, calmly and forcefully,
schooling the senator in how steadily
increasing populations in Asia would
only put more people at risk from
storms and other climate-related
disasters. "OK, I'm going to start to
interrupt you here," Inhofe said,
realizing it was a losing battle. He
quickly changed the subject. 

Sen. James Inhofe frilling Adm. Samuel
Locklear III. J. Scott Applewhite/AP Images

What Locklear correctly foresees is
that a world of climate-driven chaos
is already upon us, and it's only going
to get worse. And we need to start
talking about it now, because not only
will the threats multiply, so will the
questions we have to address. It's one
thing to plan for the invasion of
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Normandy Beach or the siege of
Fallujah — it's quite another to plan
for being the rescue squad for the
entire planet. We have already spent
more than $1 trillion in Iraq and
Afghanistan, with no measurable
success. How much more can we
afford to do? "I think we have to make
some strategic choices," says
Roughead. "Which parts of the world
do we care about most? What are the
strategic flashpoints? Do we want to
be able to operate in the Arctic or
not? What kind of world are we
preparing for?" Some intelligence
analysts argue that U.S. military
superiority will be the least
significant asset in the future because
no one will attack us with massive
conventional force. Instead, we will
be pulled deeper and deeper into
smaller conflicts driven by terrorism,
failed states and natural disasters.
"When oceans rise, instability
follows," says Secretary of the Navy
Ray Mabus.

Ashton Carter, Obama's pick for
secretary of defense, is not known to
Pentagon insiders for his focus on the
threats of climate change. And the
chances of any significant action in
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Congress before 2016 are close to
zero. But as chaos rises, it is
inevitable that we will ask our
military to do more. At some point,
climate denialism will flip into
climate panic, and the demand for
law and order and stability will
prevail (as will the calls for quick and
dangerous techno-fixes like geo-
engineering to cool down the planet
and stop the rising seas). As one
military analyst has pointed out, the
U.S. military is the only force on
Earth with the ability to police,
process, house, feed and move
refugees on a mass scale. But you can
see how this picture could turn dark
fast — one of the biggest long-term
threats climate change poses could be
to civil liberties and freedom. "It's not
a question of what the military can do
for climate change," says one former
Pentagon official. "It's what climate
change will do to the military and its
mission." It's a scary notion, but
that's where we are headed. In the
end, it doesn't matter how many
climate-adaptation road maps the
Pentagon puts out. We are now
committed to a future of disorder and
conflict — one in which today's
emergencies will always interrupt
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tomorrow's plans.

One White House staffer recalls
walking into the Pentagon office of an
Army general not long ago. "I'd like to
talk to you about climate change," the
staffer told him. The general didn't
even bother to look up. "I'd like to,"
he said. "But I have to write a letter to
a family whose son has died."
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Join the discussion…

• Reply •

Pizza Guy •  3 months ago

www.geoengineeringwatch.org
Wake Up FOOLS!!!

 △ ▽  

• Reply •

Jono •  5 months ago

So this is a lot like your rape on campus
story?

  1△ ▽  

• Reply •

sk1951 •  5 months ago

Ever notice how long winded and obfuscated
lies are compared to simple objective facts
and proof...you know...what they use to call
Truth!

 △ ▽  

• Reply •

Zverev Aleskeevich •  5 months ago

Funny that the article doesn't mention that
the United States DoD uses more oil and gas
than any other entity on the planet. If they
were actually worried about climate change,
they would park all of their equipment
worldwide and come home.

  1△ ▽  

• Reply •

Chief_Cabioch •  6 months ago

gloom and doom is all the left has to sell,
without lying and manipulating climate data, ,
without the admission by the UN is isnt about
climate, it's "Wealth redistribution" the left
would have nothing, they can NEVER tell us
their REAL plans, cause if they did, they
would be lined up and SHOT, they MUST lie
and deceive us to implement UN Agenda 21 ,
so the Bureaucrats can ALL decide whats
best for us, to eat, drink, and surrender out
lands and property rights to.....and many
Americans will buy it, just like the by every
other lie the left insists is FACTS

  2△ ▽  
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• Reply •

Guest •  6 months ago

Love the warning about "quick and
dangerous techno-fixes like geo-
engineering"....

NEWFLASH ROLLING STONE: They're
already DOING IT.

 △ ▽  

• Reply •

Charles Duemler •  6 months ago

i got a solution but peeps do not care to lift a
finger
good luck stupid peeps
oh, and thanks for the death threats and
yelling at me in my face by all sides from
peeps who ignore the scientists studying the
arctic in the arctic helped to harden me so i
do not care if i and everyone else dies, at
least i'll see everyone go down with me
crying and screaming probably. and soon
everyone, even i will pay

i just feel for the innocent
  1△ ▽  

John Samuel •  7 months ago

The APS 2015 draft statement:

On climate change: "Earth's changing
climate is a critical issue that poses the risk
of significant disruption around the globe.
While natural sources of climate variability
are significant, multiple lines of evidence
indicate that human influences have had an
increasingly dominant effect on the climate
warming observed since the mid-twentieth
century. Although the magnitudes of future
effects are uncertain, human influences on
the climate are growing. The potential
consequences of climate change are great
and the policies of the next few decades will
determine human influences on the climate
for centuries."
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• Reply •

see more
On climate science: "As summarized in the

 △ ▽  

• Reply •

Chief_Cabioch 
•  6 months ago

> John Samuel

the IPCC, a unit of the UN has
admitted lying about the climate,and
admit it's about redistribution of
wealth not the climate....all of the
climae change bunch has been
caught in lies, NASA, NOAA, IPCC,
and more....yet the left clings to the
lies.....rather than hearing they have
been played

  1△ ▽  

• Reply •

John Samuel 
•  6 months ago

>
Chief_Cabioch

Really? You have reputable
evidence for your assertions?
Of course not....

How's your conspiracy theory
working out for you?

  1△ ▽  

• Reply •

bb333 •  7 months ago

Ahhhhhhh. The water is wet! Run for the hills!
The sky is falling too!!

  1△ ▽  

• Reply •

bb333 •  7 months ago

hahaha... Is this The Onion?
  1△ ▽  

• Reply •

Jonathan Kendrick •  7 months ago

The climate changes. It has always changed
and it will continue to change.

  3△ ▽  

Susan Roso •  7 months ago

The deniers are the only one making any
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• Reply •

The deniers are the only one making any
sense in the matter and the Pentagon is the
one putting national security at risk. It is too
bad that more of these fools don't educate
themselves in Environmental Geology before
they start opening their mouths and looking
like fools!

 △ ▽  

• Reply •

Comment Zilla 
•  7 months ago

> Susan Roso

When right-wingers turn on the
pentagon, you gotta know they've lost
their minds.

It a good thing that the military puts
facts before ideology.

Why do they hate the troops? Where
are your flag pins now?

  1△ ▽  

JohnnyB •  8 months ago

So......if this highly regarded military
institution thinks this climate change thing is
a legitimate threat to at least be "concerned"
about and monitor.....why are they not
pressuring the dissenters who put the
Pentagon on such a monolithic pedestal? 
Or....more interestingly, will the anti-
science/anti-climate ideologues attempt to
stifle the Pentagon's climate research, like
they are with NASA?

I am comforted to know that our military, at
least, is calmly and collectively monitoring
the situation with evidence-based
observation, and ....... attempting to plan for
whatever happens....which whatever reigns
they still have from the dogmatic deniers in
Congress.

If/when real climate threats and social chaos
ensue, threatening our national security....at
what point do the people in Congress
preventing the military from doing its job,
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• Reply •

preventing the military from doing its job,
also become a threat to national security?

 △ ▽  

• Reply •

aNYagenda •  8 months ago

Hey look, 
the liberal bloodsuckers piggybacking their
climate extortion agenda onto their middle
east war agenda.

Thats whats called a toofer.
  1△ ▽  

• Reply •

ilovefreestuff •  8 months ago

Seven years ago, climate change alarmist Al
Gore predicted that the North Pole could be
completely liquidated by 2014 due to the
impending threat of global warming.
Subsequent reports have found that his
impetuous prediction has in fact resulted in
the opposite: a dramatic increase in the
amount of ice covering the pole.

The Daily Mail explains that the phenomenon
is unquestionable, noting that some
estimates indicate the polar ice cap has
grown by 63 percent over just the past two
years. That increase represents an area at
least the size of Alaska and, in some studies,
constitutes more than one million square
miles of ice that was liquid water in 2012.

Experts around the world have studied
satellite imagery, coming to similar
conclusions – all of which contradict Gore’s
apocalyptic projections over the past
decade.

  3△ ▽  

Comment Zilla 
•  7 months ago

> ilovefreestuff

"polar ice cap has grown by 63
percent over just the past two years"

What they don't point out is that the
thickness of the ice has decreased.
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• Reply •

thickness of the ice has decreased.
It's the volume of ice, not the area of
ice that matters. Also, older pack ice
is less likely to melt, unlike this thinner
seasonal ice.

  1△ ▽  

• Reply •

JohnnyB 
•  8 months ago

see more

> ilovefreestuff

Ok, well......now there's vast swaths
of ice melting and breaking off the
south pole. 
That's the funny thing about science
and studying an organic ecosystem. 
You can have data and results and
extrapolations to log and predict what
will happen in nature. It may fall in line
with observation, it may not.
Great! The North Pole ice grew. That's
good news.
But it does not detract the observable
evidence of south pole ice melting.
And what's bad there is that land-
based ice is starting to melt in
alarming rates. 
The thing about land ice is that it's not
floating in the ocean, causing

 △ ▽  

Cheekos •  8 months ago

The whole solution in America, or so it
seems, is to sandbag, dredge-up sand and
make other cosmetic changes. There's just
too much of a demand to be near the coast.

Growing-up in Atlantic City during the 1950s,
I remember the Corps of Engineers dredging-
up sand. And now that I live near Ft.
Lauderdale, perhaps its the grandchildren of
those Corps engineers, from days long gone,
who were doing the very same thing.

And it is not just the rear the oceans. Besides
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• Reply •

those barrier islands that serve to protect us,
the floodplain around our great rivers serves
to collect the silt, when the rivers overflow
their banks--thus providing a renewal opt
farmland and a benefit for our agriculture.

We seem to be trying to control things;
however, we just cannot harness nature--not
to the extent that some might think. Take
what nature provides for us, but surely, let';s
let nature take its own course. I knows best,

 △ ▽  

• Reply •

JohnnyB 
•  8 months ago

> Cheekos

What's funny/sad about that, similarly,
is with the Outer Banks. 
They're constantly eroding and will
certainly end up under the sea.
But NC legislation has banned any
climate research or even rhetoric on
sea level rise when it comes to the
OBX. 
Their reasoning? To stop the erosion
of real estate prices. 
I highly doubt that's the real issue
there. (smh)

 △ ▽  

• Reply •

socalpa •  8 months ago

Rebuttal to the Pentagon reach for a larger
share of the Billions in the Climate Change
Industry Budget (about 165 Billion spent on
Climate 2003-2011).
-
http://www.carbonbrief.org/blo...

 △ ▽  

• Reply •

Comment Zilla 
•  7 months ago

> socalpa

I didn't know the military was a for-
profit organization.

  1△ ▽  
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• Reply •

socalpa 
•  7 months ago

> Comment Zilla

You didn't ? Surprise ..Surprise
!
-
Notice that a single Destroyer
is now 3 billion? Notice the
F35 contract is now 1 Trillion ?
-
Never heard of the Military
Industrial complex ? Now
joining forces with the Climate
Change Industrial Complex.
(Or at least looking for their
share of the climate change
pie)
-
Good luck .

 △ ▽  

• Reply •

socalpa •  8 months ago

For those who have been frightened by
projections that propose catastrophic effects
of a 2C warming, please review the link to a
Nature article on the Africa Humid period of
our current Interglacial . During this period
(11,000BP -5,000BP)the Earth was 2C
warmer and the
http://www.nature.com/scitable...
Sahara desert became a Savanna with lakes,
rivers and Wildlife of all types.
Further study showed the effect was not
isolated..The Gobi Desert became forested
during this period.
-
Finally, for those convinced the 0.8C
warming since 1850 was unusual, the studies
show the onset of the warm period only took
a century or so.

  1△ ▽  

KobraKai7474 
•  8 months ago

> socalpa

The problem for the Pentagon is that
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• Reply •

they have no bases in the Gobi or
Sahara Deserts so this doesn't help
them or our national security at all. In
fact, since both areas are near
hotbeds for Islamic militants, it might
make things worse by giving the bad
guys more places to hide.

 △ ▽  

• Reply •

socalpa 
•  8 months ago

> KobraKai7474

think you are missing my
point.. The Pentagon call (for
climate change funding) is
largely based on the
assumption of declining
arability. The Nature paper
shows that with 2C warming,
the opposite actually occurs.
-
I also posted a link above that
refutes the Pentagon claims of
climate driven conflict
increasing

  1△ ▽  

• Reply •

socalpa 
•  8 months ago

> KobraKai7474

For some reason, my response
did not appear on RS,
-
You can click on my screen
name and find it on discus

 △ ▽  

socalpa 
•  8 months ago

> KobraKai7474

I think you are missing my
point.. The Pentagon call (for
climate change funding) is
largely based on the
assumption of declining
arability. The Nature paper
shows that with 2C warming,
the opposite actually occurs.
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• Reply •

the opposite actually occurs.
-
I also posted a link above that
refutes the Pentagon claims of
climate driven conflict
increasing.

 △ ▽  

• Reply •

massagrabber •  8 months ago

The 1500 baby seal just last week are
basting in Fukushima sauce and are rady for
eatin. Live in California they are waiting for
you in the shallows. Dive right in. Good luck
as the debate is over. CLIMATEGATE goes
down in history-will not be forgotten-will not
be expunged. I don't see why this article was
paid for by RollingStone unless verbosity
pays the bills & it may.

 △ ▽  

• Reply •

zlop •  8 months ago

"using an impressive 1.5 degree data
tampering hockey stick",
On behalf of the Carbon Tax Racketeers,
Data adjusters are increasing their efforts
https://stevengoddard.wordpres...
https://stevengoddard.files.wo...

  2△ ▽  

• Reply •

socalpa •  8 months ago

Here is what the panic is really all about .
-
Swiss Reject Carbon Taxes 92% to 8%
-
http://www.swissinfo.ch/eng/en...

  1△ ▽  

• Reply •

John Samuel 
•  8 months ago

> socalpa

And BC's is a success.

Progress isn't a monotonic process.
 △ ▽  
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• Reply •

socalpa 
•  8 months ago

see more

> John Samuel

Progress ? Well, lets see.
-
Japan, Russia and Canada all
withdrew from their Kyoto
targets.
-
India withdrew from IPCC and
is currently Doubling coal
production by 2025.
-
China will do nothing until their
emissions peak (after 2030)
-
Australia Repealed carbon
taxes and fired climate
commission,cut climate
budget over 90%.
-

  1△ ▽  

• Reply •

John Samuel 
•  8 months ago

>
socalpa

Nature bats last.

Abbott won't survive.
Harper won't survive.
UKIP won't have any
influence.

The world warms
despite them. Record
heat in Oz. Warmest
year. Warmest decade.

Facts are sticky. Politics
is transient.

  1△ ▽
 

JohnnyB > John
Samuel
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• Reply •

•  8 months ago
Samuel

That's the funny thing
about climate change. 
It'll continue to change
unabated by petty
human politics.

  1△ ▽
 

• Reply •

socalpa 

•  7 months ago

>
JohnnyB

Or emissions levels .
 △ ▽

 

• Reply •

socalpa 

•  8 months ago

> John
Samuel

You think a new
Government in
Australia will restore the
carbon tax because
Australia had a hot
summer ?
-
Or Canada after this
record cold winter ?
-
Carbon taxes are now
the new third rail in
politics. Worldwide .
-
U.S just had Five Blue
Energy States go Deep
Red on Nov 4th.
-
The politicians did not
miss it.

  1△ ▽
 

John Samuel •  8 months ago

Arctic sea ice could set an ominous new
record this year

http://www.washingtonpost.com/...
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• Reply •
http://www.washingtonpost.com/...

 △ ▽  

• Reply •

socalpa 
•  8 months ago

> John Samuel

So...."ominous" Arctic ice melt says
climate expert , Sun Myung Mooney ?
-
"could"....indeed.

  2△ ▽  

This comment was deleted.

• Reply •

John Samuel 
•  8 months ago

> Guest

Uncertainty is not a denialist's
friend. It could be worse.

There is no recovery.

You appear to have no
authoritative sources. Pity.

 △ ▽  

• Reply •

socalpa 

•  8 months ago

> John
Samuel

I already gave you the
Johannsen paper on
the prior (1915 - 45)
Arctic warming .. That
was followed by 38
years of Arctic Ice
Growth .
-
Seems you are having
another of your
....spells ? 
-
If you can't find the link,
let me know...I have
others.

  1△ ▽
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• Reply •

John Samuel 
•  6 months ago

>
socalpa

Your paper does not
say what you so
desperately want it to
say it does. :-))

How's your conspiracy
theory doing?

 △ ▽
 

• Reply •

ocschwar 
•  8 months ago

> John Samuel

While Arctic LAND ice continues to
shrink.

 △ ▽  

• Reply •

John Samuel 
•  8 months ago

see more

> ocschwar

There is no Arctic land ice.

The surface warms.
http://www.woodfortrees.org/pl...

The oceans warm...
http://www.nodc.noaa.gov/OC5/3...
...and rise 3.2 mm per year, up
from 1.9 mm per year a
century ago.
http://sealevel.colorado.edu/c...
...and acidify by 30% since the
industrial revolution.
http://www.pmel.noaa.gov/co2/s...

The earth is losing a trillion
tons of ice per year:

- 159 Gt Antarctic land ice,

 △ ▽  

ocschwar 
•  8 months ago

> John
Samuel

Ever heard of a place
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• Reply •

Ever heard of a place
called Greenland?

 △ ▽
 

• Reply •

John Samuel 
•  8 months ago

>
ocschwar

Yes. It is not considered
part of the Arctic. It's
land ice is shrinking by
378Gt per year.

 △ ▽
 

• Reply •

John Samuel •  8 months ago

Panic in Denierville: Google May Start
Ranking for FACTS!

http://climatecrocks.com/2015/...
 △ ▽  
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